INSTRUCTIONS

Look at the picture and read the situation. How many reasons can you imagine? Look at the following example. Can you think of more?

Lucy is really lost!

must... She must have taken a wrong turn.
might... She might have gotten the wrong directions.
may... She may not have brought the address.
could... She couldn’t have known the area very well.

LET’S SPECULATE!

Why is Kate going to relax on a tropical island for the next six months?
INSTRUCTIONS

Look at the picture and read the situation. How many reasons can you imagine? Look at the following example. Can you think of more?

Lucy is really lost!

must... She must have taken a wrong turn.
might... She might have gotten the wrong directions.
may... She may not have brought the address.
could... She couldn’t have known the area very well.

LET'S SPECULATE!

A priceless painting was stolen in the middle of the night from the Art Institute!
INSTRUCTIONS

Look at the picture and read the situation. How many reasons can you imagine? Look at the following example. Can you think of more?

Lucy is really lost!

must... She must have taken a wrong turn.
might... She might have gotten the wrong directions.
may... She may not have brought the address.
could... She couldn’t have known the area very well.

LET'S SPECULATE!

Alice has an unbelievable amount of work to get done at the office!
INSTRUCTIONS

Look at the picture and read the situation. How many reasons can you imagine? Look at the following example. Can you think of more?

**Lucy is really lost!**

- must... She must have taken a wrong turn.
- might... She might have gotten the wrong directions.
- may... She may not have brought the address.
- could... She couldn’t have known the area very well.

**LET’S SPECULATE!**

**Annabelle is jumping for joy!**
INSTRUCTIONS

Look at the picture and read the situation. How many reasons can you imagine? Look at the following example. Can you think of more?

Lucy is really lost!

must... She must have taken a wrong turn.
might... She might have gotten the wrong directions.
may... She may not have brought the address.
could... She couldn’t have known the area very well.

LET'S SPECULATE!

Frank the dog can talk. He especially likes to recite Shakespeare!